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The CSU SSRIC Student Research Conference has been held since 1976. At the conference, students from all areas of the social sciences present the results of their research to faculty and peers. Paper presentation time is from 15 to 20 minutes; poster sessions are also permitted. Co-authored work is acceptable, as are collaborative works with faculty and research work in progress. There will be cash awards for both the best undergraduate and graduation paper presented as well as for the best paper presented using one of the social science data bases.

TO ENTER PAPERS:

Send a typed manuscript to Professor Elliot Barkan, Department of History, California State University San Bernardino, 5500 University Parkway, San Bernardino, CA 92407-2397. Manuscripts must be received in hard copy by April 15, 2002, in order to be considered for awards. However, all those wishing to be included on the program must submit abstracts or summaries of their papers to Professor Barkan by April 8, 2002 (email is acceptable for submitting the abstracts/summaries).

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:

Contact Elliot Barkan, ebarkan@csusb.edu, or (909) 880-5525, or your local campus SSRIC representative: